
DERMATOGLYPHICS 
MULTIPLE 

INTELLIGENCE 
TEST

A revolutionary technology which uses 

the connection of fingerprints with our neural 

networks to scientifically 

tell us about our Personality Traits & 

Behavioral Characteristics

Brainoroma Is On A Mission To Help People Reach The Pinnacle Of Their Personal 

And Professional Success By Changing Perceptions Of Their Abilities And Opportunities Through 

The Use Of Assessment Tools That Probe Into The Complexities Of Their Brain Functions

www.brainoroma.com

PSYCHOMETRIC
TEST

Jump start your life and career by 

objectively analysing yourself through 

our well thought out, customised 

Psychometric Tests.

Vision To Success
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Dermatoglyphics is a scientific analysis of fingerprint patterns 

Human fingerprints form during 
gestation

How Fingerprints Link With The Brainbased on the formation and the amount of ridges on the 
fingerprints. It reveals a person's style of learning,
thinking and understanding. The analysis also

 provides objective information about the 
personality & behavioral characteristics.

 Statistically, its been proven that the 
accuracy rate of dermatoglyphics 
analysis is 95%+

Fingerprints and dermal ridge patterns are
unique with each person and grows 
simultaneously with their brain patterns. Each 
finger represents different abilities, and each pattern 
has its own definition

The outcome of DMIT is a detailed 75-page report that addresses all the following aspects

We provide expert consulting sessions with parents, employers & guardians of the test-taker to provide objective 
analysis of the test.

 Relationship of the brain to our Hands

 Individual personality & behavior

 Learning Style of the individual

 Distribution ratio of 8 different intelligences

 Career Options with Graphs

 DMIT is a multidisciplinary approach which scientifically 
 studies connection of our brain with fingerprint

What After Taking DMIT?

Fingerprints formed in the mother’s 
womb have direct correlation with 
the brain

Hence fingerprints are our brain 
maps exposed outside our body

What Is Dermatoglyphics?

What Is DMIT?

Problem Discussion

STEP

STEP STEP

STEP STEP

 with Parents/
Employers/
   Individuals

Periodic counselling, 

STEP

based on the test 
results

Biometric Capture Guidance on 
selection of 

customised programs
 of Brainoroma

of the Test Taker

 Evaluation of the Interpretation in 
presence of the 
Parents/Guides

test results by our 
Counsellors

 Logical identification of our best learning style 

 Assessment of your prevailing intelligence out of the 
 8 intelligence

 Helps you to harness your strengths & overcome   
 your weaknesse

 Students can make their learning process more 
 effective leading to better results

 Students can make their learning process more 
 effective leading to better results

 Professionals can leverage their core personality and  
 intelligences to grow their careers

 Couples can improve their relationship by understanding  
 each other's personalities on a deeper scientific basis
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Why 
Brainoroma ?

Offerings

 We conceptualized programs to help children with different personalities overcome their limitations   
 and improve in areas they usually lag.

 We design workshops to improve the performance of children in the type of intelligence they need    
 special attention. For example, logical, interpersonal, etc.

 We help in incorporating with academics, programs targeting different learning styles such as visual,   
 auditory, or kinesthetic.

Our services don’t just end at providing a detailed report of the strengths and weaknesses of students. At 
“BrainOroma”, we also offer skill development programs and conceptualize strategies to educate children.

Corporates often face issues like attrition, underperforming employees, dissatisfied employees, etc. It is necessary to 
understand the underlying problem.

It could be a gap in how instructions are communicated by the management to the employees. The services of 
“BrainOroma” help determine the real reasons why employees are not aligned with organizational goals.

Apart from making you understand the personality traits of your employees we also offer:

 Training programs to improve communication within the organization

 Workshops for skill development of employees

The term ‘psychometric’ comes from the Greek words for mental and measurement. Psychometric tests are also used 
to measure an individuals’ mental capabilities and behavioural style but adopt a different approach.

They use different types of written tests to evaluate a person’s intelligence, aptitude, personality, ability to handle 
pressure and working style. “BrainOroma” uses psychometric tests to supplement the results of DMIT.

Psychometric Test

Corporate Programs

Educational Programs



www.brainoroma.com

+91 743 503 9756 / +91 901 603 1990

vision@brainoroma.com

301 Deepam Residency, Besides Lazeez 
Restaurant, Vishwas Colony, Alkapuri, 
Baroda – 390007 India

Contact Us

About Us

 Children are brought-up & imparted knowledge at home and educational institutes

 Employees are hired & kept motivated for giving their best for their employers

 The dynamics of Human relationships & the problems faced in interpersonal modern communication

BrainOroma is a change-agent company wanting to transform the age old manner in which:

Personal 
Development


